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POLITICAL SCIENCE — HONOURS

Paper : DSE-B-1

(Indian Foreign Policy in a Globalising World)

Full Marks : 65

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words
as far as practicable.
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SAFTA 

ISFTA 

×

Please Turn Over
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G-20 
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[English Version]
The figures in the margin indicate full marks.

1. Answer the following questions (each in a single sentence) : 1×15

(a) “Without peace, everything will be in ashes”— whose statement is this?

(b) Mention any one feature of contemporary Indian foreign policy.

(c) What is ‘Mcmohon line’?

(d) Which Indian Prime Minister did sign the ‘Tashkent Agreement’ and when?

(e) Who are the two heads of states as signatories of the Simla Agreement?

(f) What is SAFTA?

(g) Why is the year 1974 important in establishing India as a global power?

(h) Which Prime Minister of India signed the Indo-USA nuclear treaty and when?

(i) Mention one joint venture programme of India and Nepal relating to border security.

(j) Write the names of two heads of states as signatories of 16 agreements between India and PRC
in 2014.

(k) Mention one strategy of Indian foreign policy regarding South Asia.

(l) Has India recognised the Taliban-controlled Afganistan as ‘State’?

(m) When is the ‘Earth Day’ celebrated?

(n) What is ISFTA?

(o) What do you mean by ‘Sustainable Development’?
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Module - 1

2. Answer any one question (withing 100 words) : 10×1

(a) Write a note on the Indo-Soviet Friendship and co-operation.

(b) Explain Indian current strategy against the expansionist policy of the PRC.

3. Answer any one question (within 500 words) :

(a) State, with examples, India’s presence as remarkable global power, as reflected in her foreign policy.
15

(b) Analyse the trends and importance of present India-US relationship. 8+7

Module - 2

4. Answer any one question (withing 100 words) : 10×1

(a) Analyse the steps taken by India to maintain its influence in South Asia.

(b) Discuss the role of India as the member of G-20 in contemporary global politics.

5. Answer any one question (within 500 words) : 15×1

(a) Discuss the features of Indian foreign policy towards South Asia.

(b) Discuss India’s programmes and policies on conservation of environment.


